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 In this study the effect of different types of pretreatment, product thickness, drying 
temperature and osmotic solution density on kinetic parameters of Asian radish was 

investigated. Before drying process, Asian radish samples were opposed to ultrasound 

pretreatment and osmotic solution of salt with different density ten they were dried. 
After finishing optimization process and drying of Asian radish and determining best 

pretreatment for drying, radish drying curves in optimum condition were fitted by 6 

experimental models. The modeling results showed that Logarithmic model was chosen 
because of maximum R2 and minimum x2 and RMSE as a best model for predicting 

curve of drying Asian radish. The results of neural network modeling showed that the 

best sorting for anticipating of moisture and drying Asian radish are 7-8-7-8. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Food Preservation is one of the oldest technologies used by human. Drying, salting down and freezing have 

long history. But these traditional methods and many other methods that were invented in recent centuries are 

always changing and improving. This is a part of unfinished attempts of researchers and experts for long 

preservation and at the same time least changes in tastes and nature. The arrival of modern methods such as the 

use of radiation, high pressure, ultrasound, pulsed electric fields Electrical resistance, etc. is a response to the 

concerns of consumers in order to eliminate or reduce the use chemicals material and protecting natural 

ingredients such as vitamins in the food value is compared with thermal methods. In this study we analyze a 

combined osmotic-ultrasound method as a non-destructive method in dehydration process of Asian radish. The 

mechanism of low-frequency ultrasound waves because of the phenomenon cavitation or the formation of tiny 

bubbles which under the effect of expansion and contraction in a moment and point creates extra heat and 

pressure. This provides the chemical and physical effects on adjacent molecules and increases permeability in 

the cells. That's why this process does drying operation in a shorter time and lower temperature. Cavitation 

includes appearance, growth and collapse of bubbles in liquid. For example in this case in fluid the temperature 

and pressure are 0.444 Calvin and 0.444 atmospheres. In this process, an ultrasound creates microscopic pores 

on the surface of the food that increases energy and heat exchange rate. The ultrasound process enhances the 

mass transfer rate and the rate of drying food in a way that osmosis-ultrasound fusion as a pretreatment can play 

a role in improving the drying time, reducing energy consumption and better products. Due to the lack of 

information on the effects of osmotic solution and ultrasonic pretreatment on the osmotic dehydration 

characteristics of Asian radish and applicability of study results in reducing waste after harvesting Asian radish 

As well as the applicability of the results in the production of new products of Asian radish, doing this research 

was necessary. Other objectives of this study was to determine the optimal conditions of osmotic dehydration of 

Asian radish and also analyzing the impact of various factors (temperature, pre-processing, thickness and 

concentration of osmotic solution) on drying Asian radish and reduction in water.  
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Review of Literature: 

Drying food: 

  Drying is moisture separation process through transferring simultaneous heat and mass, when heat is 

transferred to the surface of material; the water contained in food has received the latent heat of vaporization 

and turned into steam through a boundary layer passed outside and take away by moving air. This creates an 

area of low pressure of water steam in the food surface. The gradient supplies the driving force necessary to 

eliminate water from the food. Water works through the mechanisms such as 1- the fluid transfer with capillary 

tube force, 2- the penetration of liquid because of different concentrations of dissolved liquid in different parts 

of the material)3- the penetration of water steam in the spaces inside the food that has been accumulated with 

air (this penetration occurs because of the presence of water steam pressure gradient) and transfers to the 

surface of material.  

 

Some common methods for drying food: 

 Different ways depending on the type of product is provided for drying food and agricultural products, 

these methods include the following: 

- Spray Dryer 

- Fluidized bed dryer 

- Freeze Drying 

- Drum Dryer 

- Drying under vacuum 

- Microwave drying 

- Acoustic drying 

- Explosion puffing 

- Solar drying 

- Super-heated steam drying 

- Pneumatic Drying 

- Infrared drying 

 

Osmotic dehydration: 

 Osmotic dehydration is extracting water out of the plant or animal tissue by direct contact with a suitable 

concentrated solution (such as concentrated solutions of sugars, salts or mixtures of salts and sugars) 26 

 The osmotic dehydration process for the two non-mainstreams occurs simultaneously, if there is a chemical 

potential gradient between food and sugar solution, the water flows from nutrients into the osmotic environment 

which constitutes the main stream. Second, because the cell membrane is can be only partially selective, always 

a small amount of dissolved solids in water from osmotic environment enters in parts of the food. Transferring 

the substance dissolved in a solution into product, which in this case it is possible, substance dissolved in the 

solution has properties such as nutrition, and improved sensory of product and protecting characteristic although 

in the latter case the nutritional and sensory properties of the product is effective but this transfer because of low 

levels is negligible.  

 Osmosis process because of maintaining stability, high quality, functional specification modification and 

reduction of energy consumption interested more researchers in recent years. 

 Appropriate solutions in osmotic drying must taste good and should be harmless to human health and have 

a low water activity. These solutions also must be financially viable and does not make a problem for 

environment. Used osmotic solutions are mostly sugar and salt and are used depending on the type of fruit and 

vegetable products. However, research has been shown that multiple solutions are of greater benefit and it is 

better to use these solutions in the process [1] Solution of salt (sodium chloride, calcium chloride), sucrose, 

maltodextrin and dextrose syrups starch with different degrees are the main elements of osmotic constituent [1] 

The rate of penetration into the pieces of fruit in syrup, if the high fructose corn syrup (HFCS) is applicable is 

higher than sucrose. With reviewing tasting panel it is identified that sucrose as a sugar solution is preferred to 

HFCS. In 1984 Lenart and Flinck and in 1994 Lazarid and et al. showed that although the actual balance occurs 

after a relatively long time (When the chemical potential of water in the food and osmosis solution is equal) 

mass exchange will not change significantly after a period of four to five hours.  

 

Benefits of using osmotic dehydration: 

- Using of low temperatures 

- Reducing energy consumption 

- No contact of food with oxygen 

- Possibility of changes in product mix and modifying its properties 
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Artificial Neural Network Modeling: 

 Artificial neural networks have characteristics that make them superior in some applications, such as: 

model separation, robotics, prediction and control and generally wherever they need to learn a linear or non-

linear mapping. These features are as follows: 

- Learning ability 

- Information Scattering 

- Generalization ability 

- Parallel Processing 

 

Literature of study: 

 Mohebbi and et al. investigated the amount of moisture content of bananas in the two non-thermal 

dehydration and osmotic dehydration of ultrasound and with the help of artificial neural network and genetic 

algorithm. The results showed that application of neural networks with 7 and 10 neurons in the first and second 

hidden layers of the moisture content is predicted by coefficient of 0.94. Simal and et al [2] examined the use of 

ultrasound to enhance the mass transfer rate of apple pieces during osmotic dehydration. Osmotic solution used 

by Brix in 74 ° sucrose at four temperatures: 40, 50, 60, 70 ° C. The diffusion coefficient of water in the domain 

was reported as ** Square sec at 40 ° C. The results indicated that the use of ultrasound increases the mass 

transfer. 

 Fernandes and et al [3] examined the effect of osmotic dehydration and ultrasonic pretreatment on melon 

cell structure. The results showed that the osmotic dehydration of the cell wall is gradually reduced and breaks 

the relationship between cell wall and tissue. The results also showed that ultrasound make changes in the 

microscopic channel in the fruit structure and breaks the tissue. Observing changes in the structure of the fruit 

through the two pretreatments effect on diffusion of water occurs in the phase after drying with air 

 Fernandes and et al [4] examined the effect of pretreatment of ultrasound on pineapple drying. The results 

showed that the excretion of water increases by increasing solids content of osmotic soluble and ultrasound 

process helps to more sugar uniform in the dewatering process than the usual process. It also increases the water 

diffusion in the state 

 Fernandes and et al [5] examined the effect of ultrasound on the structure of the pineapple cellular during 

dewatering. The results showed that the use of ultrasound and osmosis due to changes in cellular structure 

increases the excretion of sugar and water diffusion. These changes also increase water excretion and solid 

material gain 

 Ortuno and et al [6] examined the Influence of ultrasound on mass transfer and microstructure 

characteristics of orange peel during drying with hot air. The results showed that the drying kinetics of orange 

peel had improved significantly by using of ultrasound. The modeling results also showed that the mass transfer 

coefficient and increases affective diffusion of moisture. The effect of ultrasound on the characteristics of mass 

transfer was confirmed by the observation of the microstructure of orange peel. In a way that many pores were 

created in the surface of the cuticle from scratch of waxy compounds. It was an evidence of the effect of 

ultrasound on the boundary layers 

 Perez and et al [7] tested the effect of ultrasound on drying foods. They concluded that the air velocity on 

drying and characteristics of the raw material play a useful role on drying kinetics that increases by ultrasound. 

 Rodrigues and et al [8] examined the effect the immersion time in the osmosis and ultrasound on 

characteristics of papaya cell structure during dewatering. The results indicate that cellular damage by 

ultrasound increases the absorption of solids and water repellency and water penetration route.  

 Azoubel and et al [9] studied the effect of ultrasound on drying kinetics of banana CV pacovan. The results 

showed that the effective dissemination increases with increasing temperature and application of ultrasound so 

that it can reduce the time process and thus the cost of the energy consumption since drying air is expensive.  

 Fernandes and Rodriguez [10] in the process of drying bananas concluded that ultrasound pretreatment 

reduces drying time to 11% and ultrasound is a proper process for products with reduced sugar.  

 Shafafi Zenozian and et al [11] conducted research on pumpkin osmotic drying process and concluded that 

Osmotic dehydration with sorbitol solution changes the color of osmotic pumpkin of sorbitol is more than 

sucrose solution.  

 Shafafi Zenozian and et al [12] conducted a research on the osmotic dehydration of pumpkin and modeling 

features, and concluded that artificial neural network model with two hidden layers that had one neuron in first 

layer and 41 neuron in second layer had better results in compare to other models in estimation of changes of 

shrinkage color and in the moisture content of the sample in osmosis pumpkin in solution of sorbitol, glucose 

and sucrose. This model was designed on basis of the input coefficients of microwave of sample images and 

drying time. They concluded that the hybrid neural network and neural network can more accurately predict 

color changes of the leading artificial neural network  

 Shafafi Zenozian and et al [11] reviewed the application of artificial neural network and image analysis to 

predict the physical characteristics of dehydration of osmotic pumpkin. The neural network model was done 
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based on one or two hidden layers and 10 to 20 neurons in each layer. The measurement of color, shrinkage and 

coefficient form factor was predicted higher than 0.9.  

 Ochoua and Ayala [13] used a neural network model to estimate glucose uptake and disposal of water in 

the process of osmotic drying apples. Model inputs include temperature, concentration of the osmotic solution 

of the sample weight ratio of fruit to sugar solution and agitation intensity of osmotic solution and also the 

output of the sugar absorption and water excretion of apple samples. Optimal neural network consists of a 

hidden layer with 4 neurons in it. The neural network model obtained in a wide range of variables of process 

with ability of estimating potential water disposal and glucose uptake in the test phase, respectively, with a 

mean square error 13.9 and 4.4 and the regression coefficient of 0.86 and 0.96. The ability to estimate obtained 

neural network was above the multivariate linear regression.  

 Ochoua Martinez and et al [14] presented a model using the information on the process of osmotic drying 

fruits and one hidden layer with 5 neurons to estimate glucose uptake and excretion of water. Model includes 

input variables such as temperature, concentration and immersion time in the osmotic solution, weight ratio of 

fruit to sugar solution, amount of food sample, stirring intensity and surface pores of food. The neural network 

model is capable of estimating the excretion of water and glucose absorption, respectively, with a correlation 

coefficient o.96 and 0.93.  

 Lertworasirikul and Saetan [15] examined an artificial neural network modeling of mass transfer during 

osmotic dehydration of African lemon peel. The results showed that with increasing solids concentration and 

temperature of the process, the amount of moisture reduces and desorption of water and solids absorption 

increases. The results prediction of water excretion and solids absorption by neural network, a preprocess of 

three-input multi-layer (temperature, time of immersion in osmotic solution and solids concentration) showed 

that the best network with the lowest sum of squared errors equals 0.0066 and the highest regression coefficient 

0.9725 with one layer and 5 neurons it is obtained as learning pattern using the Levenberg-Margvart algorithm.  

 Mayor and et al [16] examined the kinetics of osmotic dehydration of pumpkin with a sodium chloride 

solution. In this study, a mathematical model was simulated based on Fick's second law. The results showed 

that the diffusion coefficients of sodium chloride and water with temperature showed a linear relationship. And 

between the concentration and coefficients of linear relationship was not observed.  

 Garsia and et al [17] examined the kinetics of osmotic dehydration with Cucurbita moschata. For osmotic 

dehydration of pumpkin from commercial sucrose solution with 1.15 ratios and concentration of 40, 50 and 60 

weight percent and were done at a constant temperature of 27 ° C. The results showed that osmotic pretreatment 

leads to increase the mass transfer during dehydration.  

 Movagharnejad and et al [18] reviewed the drying tomatoes modeling using artificial neural networks. Data 

were modeling using artificial neural network modeling and experimental models. The results showed that the 

neural network model is more accurate to predict the experimental data.  

 Hernandez-Perez and et al [19] reviewed the application of artificial neural network to predict the mass 

transfer and heat during drying cassava and mango. Two separate feed forward networks along with a hidden 

layer were used. The results showed that the learning fit occurs when there are three neurons in the hidden layer 

 Lombard and et al [20] examined pretreatment osmotic dehydration before drying pineapple. The results 

showed that the use of pulsed vacuum, water excretion facilitate solid gain during osmotic dehydration.  

 Monnerat and et al [21] tested osmotic dehydration of apples in a solution of salt / sugar and obtained 

diffusion coefficients. 

 Madamba and et al [22] examined optimization of osmotic dehydration of mango slices. Response surface 

methodology was used in this study. The results showed that the optimal conditions for osmotic dehydration 

water disposal are %30, solid gain %8 and final moisture is %70.  

 Carcel and et al [23] studied the effect of ultrasound on mass transfer of apples dipped in sucrose solution. 

The results showed that ultrasound increased % 117water release and %137 increases in the distribution of 

solids in comparison to static mode.  

 Fernandez and et al [10]examined optimization of banana osmotic dehydration process through air drying. 

The results showed the superiority of using high concentrations for osmotic dehydration and osmotic treatment 

caused to reduce process time during the fruit drying.  

 Eren & Kaymak-Ertekin [24] were investigated optimization of osmotic dehydration process of potatoes by 

responding to surface method. The results showed that the optimum points for water loss, solid gain, weight loss 

and water activity, are obtained respectively 59.1 (gram/100 gram raw material) 6gram (gram/100 gram raw 

material) 52.9 gram (gram/100 gram raw material) and 0.785.  

 Jalaee and et al [25] examined mass transfer coefficients and the characteristics of the apples' coating in 

osmotic dehydration. The results showed that the use of coatic apple rings improved apple ring structure and 

also increasing the concentration of sugar solution in both cases of covered and not covered reduces the color. 

Coating also ensures that absorption of solid into the product tissue is reduced.  

 Corrêa and et al [26] were examined kinetics of mass transfer osmotic dehydration in vacuum pulsed 

Guava. Using osmotic solution with concentration of 40, 50 and 60 °C brix and used vacuum pulse in 100 
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milibar in 0, 10 and 15 minutes. High concentration and vacuum was increased excretion of water and reduce 

water activity. Solid gain declined by increasing the concentration of sugar solution and vacuum applications.  

 Singh and et al [27] examined kinetics study of mass transfer and release effects during osmotic 

dehydration of carrots parts. Osmotic solutions were used with concentration 50 °C brix sucrose and 5, 10 and 

% 15 salts. The rates were used in this study were 1:4, 1:5 and 1:6. Among the models were used for 

experimental data water disposal, Azovara model and Mack model for attracting solids showed good results. 

Effective release of solids and water were estimated by Fick's second law.  

 Mandala and et al [28] studied the effect of osmotic dehydration on drying kinetics of apples and 

determining the characteristics of the quality. Osmotic solutions were used was with concentration 30 and %45 

weight/ sucrose weight or glucose. After performing osmotic dewatering and drying samples were modeled by 

Page model. The results showed that the samples pretreated in a %45 solution sugar dissolved had the highest 

porosity and the best color.  

 Rodriguez and Fernandez [8] were examined image analysis dehydration of melon in triple osmotic system. 

The results showed that the priority of use of high sugar concentration and salt in osmotic dehydration process 

and a mild temperature reduces the time of drying process. Image analysis of solids entering into fruit and fruit 

wrinkles factor were determined during dewatering.  

 Mercali and et al [29] examined the effective release of water distribution, sugar and salt during osmotic 

dehydration of banana. Peleg’s model was used to predict the equilibrium conditions that showed the proper 

absorption of solids and water excretion. In the domain of terms used for osmotic dehydration of water in the 

emission *, salt *, effective release of sucrose was between *.  

 El-Aouar and et al [30] examined the effects of osmotic agents on osmotic dehydration of papaya. Osmotic 

factors of sucrose and corn syrup was used in concentrations of 44 to 56%. The process temperature was 34 - 46 

centigrade and time process was 120 to 210 minutes. Results showed that, with regard to equal osmotic pressure 

for both osmotic factors the amounts of weight loss, water repelling and gaining more solid, the time application 

for sucrose was more than corn syrup. 

 Nawirska and et al [31] were examined drying kinetics and quality parameters of dehydrated pumpkin 

slices in different ways. The results showed that the drying method in the combined dryer of vacuum-

microwave was higher than moving air, vacuum and freeze drying rate. 

 Kerpiboon and et al [32] were predicted changes in the physical characteristics of dried carrots as a 

function of the fractal dimension and the moisture content using neural network. In this study, three methods 

were used: freeze drying, hot air drying and drying with superheated steam at low pressures. The study results 

showed that the amounts of shrinkage and coefficient water recovering were predicted with more than 95%.  

 Garcia-Noguera and et al [33] were examined the effect of time pretreatment and ultrasound frequency on 

osmotic dehydration of strawberries with ultrasound. The results showed that the use of osmotic dehydration 

without ultrasound time process when ultrasound is used is longer.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Methodology: 

Material: 

- Asian radish: Asian radish as a raw material was bought from a local store in Sabzevar 

- Salt: salt with 99.2 pure degree from SUDEH company was used 

- Distilled water: distilled water without ion was used that made by Siemens company 

- Filter paper: Watman filter paper was used 

 

Laboratory Equipment: 

 Cutter machine: Nicer-Dicer cutting machine made in China was used 

 Caliper: Vertex digital caliper of M502 with accuracy of 0.01, made in China 

 Electric oven under vacuum: in this research for Asian radish drying tests of Memmert SW-V0 245model, 

made in Germany. The oven is a metal chamber and the sample inside the chamber is made of stainless steel. In 

this oven temperature, pressure and time can be controlled and displayed on a digital monitor, on monitor there 

are some warning signs such as; the door is open, the amount of pressure and temperature are displayed. Beside 

the monitor there are manual buttons for temperature and time. 

 Digital Scale: the AND digital scale from Tokyo Japan, EK300i model with accuracy of 0.001 was used. 

 Waterless bead bath: the commercial name of this machine is Windaus (Lauda) E200 model made in 

Germany was used. It is equipped with pump for water displacing and a sensor to control the water temperature 

in a monitor that shows water temperature and set temperature. If the pump disconnects or water level decreases 

the signs are displayed on monitor and the alarm goes off. 
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 Ultrasound: the ultrasound was used for this study was probe ultrasound and the brand was Dr. hielscher 

model ‘UP 200H made in Germany. The probe of this device during osmotic dehydration is the located in 

sample container and deliver sound waves into the sample container and the osmotic solution. 

 

Methods: 

Preparing raw material: 

 After buying Asian radish they were kept the refrigerator at 4-5 ° C in order to reduce respiratory and 

biological activity until testing. After taking them from refrigerator first, the samples were cleaned of extra 

material. The samples were washed and the material on skin was taken. The thickness of 3 and 6 mm and length 

and width of each sample was cut by Nicer-Dicer 1mm × 1 mm. For more identical sections, the dimensions 

were measured by caliper. The treatments were used are as follows: 

- Osmotic dehydration without ultrasound: Dehydration of the sample without the sound waves for 20 minutes 

then gradual drying under vacuum oven at three temperatures: 50, 60 and 70 C 

- Osmotic dehydration with ultrasound: Dehydration of the sample with the sound waves for 20 minutes and 

intensity ultrasound is %60 then gradual drying under vacuum oven at three temperatures: 50, 60 and 70 C 

How to prepare a sugar solution 

- Different salt concentrations (w / v) were prepared for osmotic drying of Asian radish. Therefore, the %0, %10 

and %20 concentration of salt solution was used. Due to the purity of the salt, the required amount of the 

combination was weighted and in Volumetric flask with specific volume was brought to volume with distilled 

water until the osmotic solution with definite concentration were prepared. 

 

Osmotic dehydration phase: 

 After preparing Asian radish slices they were weighted. The samples were put in osmotic solution. Then 

the samples' container and osmotic solution were put under ultrasound and we put the probe into container. 

Then we turn on the machine and the Volume of Cycle pulse was put on 0.5. In next phase amplitude of 

ultrasound device was put on %60. The machine to end of the osmosis process was placed in a sample container 

and osmotic solution. For fixing the temperature (25 C) during the test the osmotic solution container was pun 

in Waterless bead bath. During osmotic process weight ratio was 1-4. After passing dehydration time (20 

minutes), slices were taken out of solution and the surface was washed by distilled water after drying the 

surface moisture by filter paper, samples were weight. Then to determine the moisture content and dry material, 

the slices were put in oven under atmosphere pressure in 105 C temperatures until reaching fixed weight until 

they dry completely and have fixed weight. For osmotic dehydration without ultrasound, all these steps were 

repeated without ultrasound machine. 

 

Supplementary drying: 

 Supplementary drying was done in and oven under vacuum in three temperatures 50, 60, 70 C. we turn on 

oven 30 minutes before the test to get to fixed temperature. During drying slices were weighted every 15 

minutes by a digital scale with accuracy of 0.001. In the end the moisture content of dried radish at 50, 60 and 

70 C for 18 hours (to get the fixed weight) in hot air oven was determined. Every test repeated three times. The 

moisture content was % 95.7.  

 

Data analysis: 

 We used randomization in this study. Data were tested by comparison of least significant difference (LSD) 

in % 88 level of possibility. Data was analyzed by Statistix8 and results are: 

 In this study the effects of the process parameters, temperature, sample thickness and concentration of salt 

on the osmotic solution and drying rate was studied. Received data from experiments in time curves and drying 

time was presented. Statistical analysis was one on time and drying time and the results were discussed.  

-The influence of Kinetic parameters on the amount of moisture during Asian radish drying 

Results showed parameters did not have significant effect (P<0.01) on the drying time of Asian radish. 

Although the sample of Asian radish was dried with conditions (6 mm thick, without ultrasonic processing, 

dehydration temperature of 60 ° C and 24% Concentration dewatering and salt) had the longest drying time. 

 

- Kinetic parameters influence on the pace of Asian radish drying: 

 Results showed parameters did not have significant effect (P<0.01) on the drying time of Asian radish. 

Although the sample of Asian radish was dried with conditions (3 mm thick, without ultrasonic processing, 

dehydration temperature of 70 ° C and without dewatering in salt) had the longest drying time.  

 

Asian radish drying process optimization: 

 To determine the optimal conditions for drying Asian radish, treatments under study using the kinetic 

parameters of the final product (time and drying pace time) were evaluated and scored. Optimal conditions for 
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the best dried Asian radish, includes minimum drying time and maximum pace. Now considering above 

conditions, scoring treatment was analyzed. After scoring treatments, optimum conditions of Asian radish 

drying includes treatment (or treatments) that obtain the highest score in kinetic parameters evaluation. Of the 

36 treatments only 2 treatments received all rates and related conditions and these treatments include Asian 

radish treatments (with a thickness of 3 mm, without osmotic dehydration in salt, pre-processing with 

ultrasound and dried at 70 ° C) and Asian radish treatments (with a thickness of 3 mm, without osmotic 

dehydration in salt, pre-processing with ultrasound and dried at 60 ° C) with scores of 8 and 6 stars. 

 

Experimental modeling of Asian radish drying: 

 After Asian radish drying process optimization and determining best drying process treatment, Asian radish 

drying curve was fitted by 6 experimental drying models of thin layers.  

 Statistical parameters of the test were R2, X2 and RMSE. In all situations the amount of R2 for fitting 

model was calculated more than 0.9398. The interval change for R2 was 0.9398 to 0.9953, X2 was between 

0.0025 to 0.0312 and RSME 0.0250 to 0.0896. Statistical analysis of the results showed about treatments of 

Asian radish (with a thickness of 3 mm, without osmotic dehydration in salt, pre-processing with ultrasound and 

dried at 70 ° C) and Asian radish (with a thickness of 3 mm, without osmotic dehydration in salt, pre-processing 

with ultrasound and dried at 60 ° C) Logarithm model was chosen as a best model because of maximum R2 and 

minimum X2 and RMSE in predicting drying curves of Asian radish. So the higher correlation coefficient and 

the minimum Chi-square and root mean square error is the most important reason to choose the best fitting 

model. 

 

Asian radish drying process modeling: 

Asian radish drying experimental modeling: 

 After optimization of Asian radish drying process and determining the best drying treatment, Asian radish 

drying curve was fitted by 6 experimental drying models of thin layers. 

 Statistical parameters of the test were R2, X2 and RMSE. Statistical analysis values for each of these 

parameters were displayed briefly. In all situations the amount of R2 for fitting model was calculated more than 

0.9398. The interval change for R2 was 0.9398 to 0.9953, X2 was between 0.0025 to 0.0312 and RSME 0.0250 

to 0.0896. Statistical analysis of the results showed about treatments of Asian radish (with a thickness of 3 mm, 

without osmotic dehydration in salt, pre-processing with ultrasound and dried at 70 ° C) and Asian radish (with 

a thickness of 3 mm, without osmotic dehydration in salt, pre-processing with ultrasound and dried at 60 ° C) 

Logarithm model was chosen as a best model because of maximum R2 and minimum X2 and RMSE in 

predicting drying curves of Asian radish. So the higher correlation coefficient and the minimum Chi-square and 

root mean square error is the most important reason to choose the best fitting model.  

 

Neural network modeling of drying Asian radish: 

Analyzing humidity values ratio: 

 The amount of relative error of the mean (MRE) for changes in humidity ratio in activation function of 

tangent of the hyperbolic- hyperbolic tangent equals 0.018 and the value of correlation coefficient equals 0.984 

in combination of 8-8 hidden layer which represents the power of neural networks to predict the amount of 

moisture ratio with activating function. 

 

Analyzing drying values ratio: 

 The amount of relative error of the mean (MRE) for changes in drying ratio in activation function of 

tangent of the hyperbolic- hyperbolic tangent equals 0.013 and the value of correlation coefficient equals 0.996 

in combination of 7-7 hidden layer which represents the power of neural networks to predict the amount of 

moisture ratio with activating function. 

 

Conclusion: 

1-Increasing time and drying temperature in all under study treatment increase the drying rate and decrease a 

process time. 

2- The results of optimization of drying process showed that among 36 under study treatments 2 treatments 

were chosen as best treatment for drying Asian radish. These treatments are: Asian radish (with a thickness of 3 

mm, without osmotic dehydration in salt, pre-processing with ultrasound and dried at 70 ° C) and Asian radish 

(with a thickness of 3 mm, without osmotic dehydration in salt, pre-processing with ultrasound and dried at 60 ° 

C)  

3- Statistical analysis showed that in treatments (Asian radish with a thickness of 3 mm, without osmotic 

dehydration in salt, pre-processing with ultrasound and dried at 70 ° C) and (Asian radish with a thickness of 3 

mm, without osmotic dehydration in salt, pre-processing with ultrasound and dried at 60 ° C) Logarithmic 
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model was chosen because of maximum R2 and minimum x2 and RMSE as a best model for predicting curve of 

drying Asian radish. 

4- The results of neural network model showed that the best arrangement in predicting moisture ratio and drying 

rate of Asian radish are 8-8 and 7-7. 

 

Recommendation: 

1- Using other drying methods of Asian radish such as microwave, heat pump and infrared  

2- Checking dried radish storage and life estimation based on the kinetic models 

3- Determining engineering properties of radish planting in Iran 

4- Designing proper packing for Asian radish in a way to stop physical and chemical damages during 

transferring 

5- According to the results, designing and construction of proper solar dryers for drying Asian radish 

6- Utilizing smart methods (Fuzzy logic (FL) , Artificial neural network (ANN), Particle swarm optimization 

(PSO), Genetic algorithm (GA), Ant colony, Image processing (IP) ) in Asian radish process modeling and 

determining best model for designing and dryer construction 

7- Utilizing osmosis-microwave method for analyzing drying process of Asian radish 
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